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Project management tools excel free

The list of the best paid and open source-free Project Management tools for almost any type of project: What is Project Management? Project management is the process of initiation, preparation, execution and closure of the tasks followed to achieve the project goal. Project management deals with the management of project activities
such as the use of advanced tools and innovative techniques, various skills, involving the experts who have application knowledge. Results of all these activities lead to the project requirements. Managing a project from its starting stage called Conception until Completion involves five phases. They are mentioned below: Initiate planning
execution monitoring and control closing Recommended reading = &gt; Best Agile Project Management software to handle the Project Management system smoothly, effectively and efficiently, we use Project Management applications or software. With the help of such instruments, one can keep track of the activities performed in the
project as what task is assigned to what resource/team member, what phase of the project has been completed and when it is completed, etc. Project management (PM) approaches can be very much like AGILE, WATERFALL, PMBOK, PRINCE2, etc. Online Project Management tools are also available such as web-based or cloud-
based and also like desktop apps. To choose a specific project management software for a project, we need to consider the below criteria Duration of the project From people working with the project budget to be spent on the tool storage capacity of the software tool PM features available such as email communications, file sharing,
tracking, etc. Usability =&gt; Contact us to suggest a listing here. Based on the above points, here's the list of top Project Management software: monday.com Nifty MeisterTask Wrike Backlog Trello Freshservice Hive JIRA ProWorkflow Zoho Projects Podio Asana Freedcamp Smartsheet ServiceNow ITBM Microsoft Project Basecamp
ProjectManager LiquidPlanner Clarizen Paymo Comparison of Top Project Management Software Here We Go! Review of each PM tool in detail. #1) monday.com monday.com helps you with project management with features like reporting, calendar, time tracking, planning, etc. It is suitable for any business size. Features Project
development can be retrieved by Kanban, Timeline, or Maps. It has functionalities for planning sprints, and creating user stories and assurances to team members. Reporting. Pros: It offers good collaboration features. Integration with third-party applications. Cons pricing details This offers a free trial. Basic Plan: $25 for 5 users per month.
Standard: $39 for 5 users per month. Per: $59 for 5 users per month. Enterprise: Get a quote. = &gt; Visit monday.com Website #2) Nifty NiftyPM really does an amazing job at combining multiple tools to the whole a project cycle. It strikes the perfect balance between big-picture planning (roadmap is fantastic) and and daily grind (tasks,
files, and collaboration). Pros: Beautiful interface, very intuitive. The ease of use and transition is a huge advantage. Rockstar support team. Cons: Nothing significant enough to mention. A+++ Pricing Plans: Starter: $39 per month Pro: $79 per month Business: $124 per month Enterprise: Contact them to get a quote. All plans include:
Unlimited active projects Unlimited guests and customer Reservations Milestones Docs &amp; files Team chat Portfolios Overviews Workloads Time tracking and reporting iOS, Android, and Desktop apps Google single sign-on (SSO) Open API #3) MeisterTask MeisterTask is one of Europe's leading project and task management
software apps largely because it's so simple, intuitive and easy to use Divide projects into tasks, add them to custom workflows and display them on beautifully designed, digital, Kanban-style boards — the ultimate way to visually track progress from conception to completion. Add as many users to your project as needed and
communicate with them using mentions and comments. This way, users can work together in real-time and work together more effectively. All files, information, and documents are stored in the tasks themselves so that they will never be missing. Task management can also be done under the way using our mobile apps available for iOS
and Android. Pros: Task automation, mobile apps, and integrations with all your favorite tools like Slack, GitHub, Zendesk, MindMeister, Freshdesk, Office 365, Microsoft Teams, Zapier, IFTTT Github, G Suite, Harvest, and many more. Cons: The time tracking feature can use some improvements and there is no desktop app for Linux. =
&gt; Visit MeisterTask Website #4) Wrike Wrike is an online, agile, and real-time project management application that increases communication among the teams. The simplicity and responsibility thereof make the users achieve the results on time. Wrike is mainly used in mid-sized or large projects. Wrike is integrated with all devices such
as Android and iPhone etc. through which the users stay up to date with open projects as well as completed projects. It's too expensive for small companies and projects. #5) Backlog Backlog is an all-in-one project management tool with mobile applications designed and built for development and cross-functional teams. Features Projects
are easily managed with tasks and subtasks. Useful task attributes include versions, milestones, priorities, categories, allocations, and progress. Gantt and Burndown cards are available. Built-in project Wikis allows users to document processes, organize meeting notes, and track changes. Both web-based and self-hosted versions are
available. Native iOS and Android apps. Pros: Easy to set up quickly and start running. Easily download and log on from your mobile device and fully with your desktop version. Simple interface that new users quickly find to learn and use. As a result, this tool is useful for non-development teams for their task or project management
purposes. project management purposes. built both Wiki and Git/SVN; users don't have to buy it separately, unlike Confluence and Bitbucket. Backlog comes with an unlimited user plan, which is cost effective for larger (or smaller) teams. Cons: This has some integration limitations. Pricing: Backlog offers a free version, while the next tier
is $35/month, which includes 30 users. A self-hosted version is also available, starting at $1,200/year for 20 users. #6) Trello Trello is an extremely flexible tool that makes project management easier. It's the best tool for personal business or an organization with large teams. Using Trello, we can have a visual overview of the activities of a
project such as what resource is involved in what task or phase of the project. The downside of Trello is its simple way of dealing with the project activities. Sometimes users need to download some extensions to handle their tasks. You can check out the pricing details and other features of this tool from here. #7) Freshservice
Freshservice is a complete project management toolkit that can manage the projects from planning to execution. From start to wiggle, Freshservice will help you prioritize, manage, and track projects. Features: Using task management features, you can organize projects in tasks and nested subtasks. Dashboard's calendar view will give
you an overview of daily tasks. It provides the features to collaborate, brainstorm ideas, and share context across teams. Pros: You will be able to manage the projects from planning to execution. It provides the features to track and manage all your tickets, changes, and assets related to a project. Since the projects can be organized into
tasks and subtasia, it will be easier to assign to individual owners or coworkers. Cons: As per reviews, the customization features aren't suitable for small businesses. It has limited integration capabilities. Price details: Free trial available for 21 days Florist: $19 per agent per month Garden: $49 per agent per month Estate: $79 per agent
per month Forest: $99 per agent per month = &gt; Visit Freshservice Website #8) Hive Hive will allow you to organize the projects into multiple project layouts such as the Gantt chart, Kanban board, table, and Calendar All the updates will be reflected across all project views. Even you can easily switch between views. It's the productivity
platform and supports integration with thousands of applications. Features: Hive provides the features of automated workflows, summary views, and action templates. For execution, it provides the features of evidence and approvals, action maps, and forms. Hive analysis will give you actionable insights using AI and Machine Learning. It
has time tracking features that can take time spent on specific projects. Pros: Hive offers a fully integrated email inbox, with from what you can send and receive email. It provides the features for monitoring like Hive Analysis. Price: Hive's Basic Package: $12,12 user per month. Free trial available. Add-on price starts at $3 per user per
month. = &gt; Visit Hive Website #9) JIRA Jira Software is one of the agile project management tools used for software development and various Project management activities such as tracking the bugs and issues, reporting, release details, etc. Jira is a web app that needs to be installed on a server system so that the clients on the same
network can communicate with it through browsers. Jira may be available as an open source for the few projects that meet certain criteria such as non-academic, non-commercial, etc. The downside of Jira is that one cannot easily customize the user interface. Visit the JIRA website from here for further details on pricing and other
information. = &gt; Want to learn more about Atlassian JIRA? We have a detailed range of tutorials that you can check out here. #10) ProWorkflow ProWorkflow is a web-based technology/application used for managing project activities such as tasks and time tracking, creating task lists for employees, and checking real-time activities.
One can achieve complete knowledge regarding the performance of the company using the report's driver function. Its main disadvantage is the lack of risk and issue management. Explore the website from here for more features. #11) Zoho Projects Zoho Projects is an online project management tool that gives a wide way out to day-to-
day issues in the project management activities. The value of each project lies in its planning. Project planning using Zoho Projects software requires less time so that the rest of the time can be concentrated on real-time work. Zoho Projects software has an online forum where each team member can communicate with each other, even if
they are geographically separated. For more information about this tool, visit here #12) Podio Podio is a web-based tool that uses cloud service to enable its users to collaborate in an online environment. Project teams can create their own apps for businesses using a drag-and-drop feature of Podio. Since this tool supports mobile apps for
iPhone, iPad, and Android, it will give you the flexibility to work from anywhere. It can be downloaded from the Google Play Store. It offers four pricing plans. It's free for five employees. The other three plans are Basic ($9), Plus ($14), and Premium ($24). Visit the Podio website from here for further details. #13) Asana Asana is the web
(SaaS) as well as a mobile application used for managing the project activities by users without emails. Without sending an email or setting up an assembly, one can see the progress of the project at a single glance. The application's complexity is its main disadvantage. Asana is available for a free trial. It has three Premium ($9.99 per
user per month), Business ($19.99 per user per month), and Enterprise (Get a Quote). Visit the Asana website from here for more features. #14) Freedcamp Freedcamp is a web-based tool that uses cloud computing for &amp; task management, learning, teamwork, tracking the issues, budgeting, etc. Freedcamp can send SMS
notifications to concerned users for updates. The only downside with Freedcamp is the mobile platform that hasn't been perfectly modernized or updated yet. It offers five pricing plans Free plan, Minimalist ($1.49 per active user per month), Freelancer ($3.49 per active user per month), Business ($7.49 per active user per month), and
Enterprise ($16.99 per active user per month). Free trial of this tool is available here #15) Smartsheet Smartsheet is a cloud-based Project Management system used to manage and automate mutual or shared work. It is a perfect application to speed up the performance of the business and improve visibility. The main advantage of this
tool is its integration with Skype for business. To get practical software, one needs some training. Check out the website from here for further information on a free trial, subscription plans, etc. #16) ServiceNow ITBM ServiceNow IT Business Management (ITBM) is a leading strategic portfolio management tool with extensive project
management capabilities according to the Forrester Wave report. It delivers functions for planning and scheduling development efforts, managing resources based on project priorities and tracking task execution. In addition, ServiceNow ITBM allows monitoring project costs and provides analytical capabilities for high-level project and
portfolio management efforts. ServiceNow ITBM helps cut project costs, speed up development processes, and better align it with business needs. Visit ServiceNow ITBM #17) Microsoft Project Microsoft Project is a strong tool for the agile type of project management. It supports customization, tracking of issues and reporting, resource
and task management, learning and team collaboration, etc. MS Project is an excellent tool for Project Portfolio Management (PPM). Problems learning this tool are the main drawback. MS Project is available as a desktop app. For additional information about MS Project, access from here #18) Basecamp Basecamp can be real-time
management of project activities such as event organization, productivity reporting, and project archiving, etc. using cloud-based management software. Basecamp keeps the users on the same page as everyone is completing the completion of the project. Lack of task management is the main disadvantage of this tool. The free trial is
available for 30 days. About Basecamp Personal: Basecamp Personal is our 100% free Basecamp plan tailor-made for freelancers, students, families and personal projects. What you get: Three projects, 20 users, and 1 GB of storage. Visit Basecamp Website #19) ProjectManager ProjectManager is an online tool planning, budgeting,
scheduling, execution and reporting. It provides the features of real-time dashboards, task management, project plans online creation, instant reports, timesheets, managing multiple and many more. ProjectManager offers a 30-day free trial for Business plan. It has three pricing plans, in person ($15 per user per month), Team ($20 per
user per month), and Business ($25 per user per month). Free trial of this tool is available #20) LiquidPlanner LiquidPlanner is an online project management software. It provides features like Smart Schedules, Resource Management, Cross-Project Visibility, Contextual Collaboration, Integrated Time Tracking, and Advanced Analytics.
The free trial is available for 14 days. It offers two pricing plans Professionals ($45 per user per month) and Enterprise ($69 per user per month). Check out the website here for more information. #21) Clarizen Clarizen will help you with every step of your work alive, from strategy, plan the execution. It provides the hallmarks of resource
management, financial planning, time and expenditure management and reports and analytics, etc. It offers a 30-day free trial. It has two pricing plans Enterprise Edition and Unlimited Edition. Check out the website here for more information. #22) Paymo Paymo is a project management software that allows you to manage the projects
through the full life butterfly. It provides the functions of planning and scheduling, time tracking, monitoring team and work and billing. A free plan is available for freelancers. Small Office plan will cost you $9.56 per user per month. For large teams, there's a business plan that will cost you $15.16 per user per month. Check out the website
here for more information. Below are additional project management platforms that can be used for managing the projects. #23) Bitrix24 Visit the official website of here bitrix24 is an online Project Management software that supports Gantt maps, group chat, video conferencion, document management, task automation, etc. #24)
Informative Visit Informative from here for more details on this tool. Informative is an online tool for managing customer relationships. This is useful for small and emerging businesses. It's a commercial tool, but it offers a free trial. It helps businesses be strong and powerful. #25) Redbooth You can visit the website here for further
information. Teambox Project Management Software has now been rebranded as Redbooth. Redbooth is a web-based and on-premises (within a network) tool used for task management and project management. You will get the status of respective projects at a glance. The task management feature of this tool makes the processes
easy using checklists and templates. #26) Open Projects Visit here for more details. Open Project is an open-source project management application. Open Project can provide information between Gantt maps, Pert cards, projects, etc. It helps all over the lifecycle of the Planning, Task Management project, timeline reports, etc. It also
ensures the privacy and #27) Redmine Visit the official website of here redmine is a free and web-based tool that supports multiple projects and subprojects. Users of the tool, including customers, can access it. Also read =&gt;&gt; How to use Redmine project management tool. #28) Taiga For further queries or information about this tool,
entry from here Taiga is an open source, dominant, and spontaneous tool. It is used by project managers, design teams and agile developers. It integrates with a video conferencing tool using third-party services. #29) GanttProject Visit the official website of here GanttProject is an open source Project Management system used for
scheduling the projects. This software can be used without the Internet, as it is a desktop that an application has supported. #30) Confluence Visit the official website from here Confluence is a project management software that supports team collaboration by maintaining the team's work in an organized manner in a central location. #31)
ProjectLibre Visit the official website of here ProjectLibre is an open-source tool that is an alternative to MS Project. It supports features such as task management, Gantt charts, tracking, and resource allocation, etc. Conclusion In this article, we included a full and comprehensive list of the most popular Project Management tools.
Selecting the tool for a project can vary from project to project. It is based on project requirements, development methodology, customer's preference, software costs, etc. factors. Considering the entire criteria allows you to compare and choose the best tool from the above list. = &gt; Contact us to suggest a listing here. Here.
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